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ERGONOMIC KEYBOARDS 

→ Ultra-flat ergonomic top design for 
fatigue-free work

→ Silent keystroke for low-noise typing
→ 6 hot keys for comfortable volume control 

and the most important media player 
functions

→ Durable, abrasion-resistant key legends
→ Blue status LED’s
→ Spill resistant

Full-size multimedia desktop keyboard

STREAM 3.0 
Part Number: G85-23200EU-2     MSRP: $29.00

→ Solid foundation—priced right for your 
desktop

→ Durable wear-resistant key legends
→ Whisper-quiet key technology up to 

10 million actuations
→ 4 hot keys

Full-size economical office keyboard

KC 1000 
Part Numbers:
 Black: JK-0800EU-2 
 White: JK-0800EU-0 
MSRP: $13.00



ERGONOMIC CORDLESS / CORDED MICE

MW 3000
Part Number: JW-T0100   MSRP: $29.00

→ Non-slip rubber sides
→ Infrared sensor and adjustable resolution (1000/1750 dpi)
→ Optimized for use with the right hand
→ Interference-free wireless 2.4 GHz technology with 5-meter range
→ On/off button for additional energy savings

5 button wireless mouse with non-slip rubber sides

GENTIX ILLUMINATED
Part Number: JM-0300   MSRP: $16.00

→ Rubber side surfaces
→ Symmetrical design for left- and right-handed users
→ Illuminated, reliable mouse with 3 buttons and optical sensor

Professional quality and modern design at an amazing price

WHEELMOUSE OPTICAL
Part Number: M-5450   MSRP: $13.00

→ Optical sensor for precise movement of the mouse pointer 
(1000 dpi resolution)

→ Easy scrolling with PowerWheel
→ Elegant design ideal for left- and right-handed users
→ PC & MAC compatible
→ USB interface – includes adapter for PS/2

PowerWheel mouse with optical sensor for precise movements
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→ 45° ergonomic form
→ Precise sensor with 3-level adjustable 

resolution
→ Status LED indicates low battery
→ 6 buttons and a scroll wheel
→ Extra small nano receiver

MW 4500
Part Number: JW-4500   MSRP: $35.00
6 button wireless ergonomic mouse 
with adjustable resolution

NEW
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There’s more to ergonomics than meets the eye.
When researching ergonomics, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed. The oddly shaped 
keyboards and mice often look very different from what one is used to. Some 
can even require a period of user acclimation. The good news is that quality 
ergonomic design works with the human body, not against it.

At CHERRY, our focus in on productivity. That is why all of the keyboards and mice 
highlighted in this brochure are designed to keep users working comfortably while 
preventing strain and injuries caused by unnatural, repetitive actions. In addition, 
the keyboards have been lab-tested and certified for safety and ergonomics 
through an independent third-party, earning them GS approval. Subtle yet 
important CHERRY ergonomic features include:

→ The angle of our keyboards in the use position
→ Shape, angle and spacing of CHERRY keys
→ Contrast of our key legends
→ Legendary mechanical keyboards that reduce finger fatigue
→ Accessories such as detachable palm rests
→ Well-designed mice that assist in minimizing wrist pronation

CHERRY ergonomics—inspired by art, engineered by science.


